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ABSTRACT
The store buffer, an essential component in today’s processors, is
designed to hide memory latency by moving stores off the proces-
sor’s critical path. Furthermore, under the Total Store Order (TSO)
memory model, the store buffer ensures the in-order retirement of
stores. Problems arise when the store buffer is full or, under TSO,
when the leading store encounters a cache miss, which blocks all
subsequent stores and incurs severe performance bottlenecks.

This work presents a software-hardware co-designed approach
to cope with this bottleneck for processors with strong consistency
guarantees. Our proposal is driven by the insight that store oper-
ations can be reordered if their reordering does not change the
observable program behavior. The compiler delineates safe regions
within which stores can be shuffled while still delivering the same
observable behavior as if they performed in program order and
unsafe regions within which stores must be kept in program order.
This is leveraged by a novel dual-mode store buffer that switches
between the out-of-order and in-order execution of stores within
the safe and respectively unsafe regions. Correctness is preserved
through well-placed fences inserted by the compiler, which impede
the execution of stores from the following regions until all stores
of the current region complete. Our dual-mode store buffer only
requires one extra bit per entry, significantly decreases processor
stall cycles, and brings 8.13% performance improvements compared
to a mainstream store buffer.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computer systems organization→Multicore architectures;
Superscalar architectures; • Software and its engineering→Mul-
tithreading; Consistency.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Strong memory consistency models such as Sequential Consistency
(SC) [20] offer intuitive semantics to programmers by preserving
the program order of all memory accesses. However, a high memory
level parallelism is key for performance, but relies on reordering
memory instructions to hide long memory latency.

This role is assumed by the store buffer (SB). The store buffer is
an essential component of modern-day processors and it is designed
to hide the long latency of store operations by allowing processors
to perform the store operations out of the processor’s critical path.
Store operations therefore first retire from the processor’s pipeline
to the store buffer and then perform the memory write. This causes
load instructions to be effectively reordered with respect to store
instructions, thus relaxing the consistency model semantics. The re-
sulting consistency model, supported by Intel and AMD processors,
is known as Total Store Order (TSO) [32].

TSO semantics preserve the order of store operations with re-
spect to other stores and of load operations with respect to other
loads. However, to achieve memory level parallelism, in practice,
loads are speculatively reordered with respect to other loads [14].
Stores, on the other hand, perform in-order based on the observation
that stores are not on the processor’s critical path. Unfortunately,
when a store operation misses in the cache, all subsequent stores
block until the miss is resolved and the store performs. This creates
severe bottlenecks in current out-of-order (OoO) processors.

Previous proposals alleviate the store buffer bottleneck by per-
forming the stores out-of-order while still complying with TSO [8,
15, 28, 33, 34]. However, they either require complex hardware
structures and speculative writes [34], or they only enable limited
reordering [28, 33]. For example, the compile-time analysis by Singh
et al. [33] only enables reordering of ≈75% of the stores, on average,
while Ros and Kaxiras [28] simply force a different (lexicographical)
order for all stores.

Our goal is to provide virtually full store re-ordering (98.8%
of the stores, on average) while maintaining a simple hardware
design. To achieve this, we propose regional out-of-order writes
(ROOW), a software-hardware co-designed solution that consists in
a compiler that delineates safe regions of code where stores can be
reordered without affecting the consistency guarantees, a technique
to transfer the information from the compiler to the hardware, and
a simple dual-mode store buffer architecture that enables store
reordering within safe regions, while forcing all the stores outside
safe regions to write to memory in-order (Section 4).

Our main insights are: i) by exploiting the properties of the
executing program (guaranteed by the consistency model of the
programming language), the compiler can perform a more accu-
rate analysis of the memory accesses, in contrast to conventional
compile-time analyses that are conservative by nature and therefore
less accurate; ii) by shifting complexity from hardware to software
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for classifying accesses and conveying this information from the
compiler to the store buffer, we maintain hardware simplicity; and
iii) designing a single dual-mode store buffer ensures correctness
for multiple accesses to the same data (more precisely, prohibiting
store-store reordering and handling store-to-load forwarding, as
described in detail in Section 2).

Given the ultra-concise information to be transferred to the store
buffer, the hardware overhead is absolutely minimal and consists
in only one extra bit to signal the region type and another bit
per store buffer entry to indicate the type of each store. Together
with the simple structure of the store buffer itself, ROOW requires
minimal modifications in the core, which yields our solution highly
applicable and can be easily integrated in mainstream store buffer
implementations.

Furthermore, by allowing the stores to reside in the store buffer
even after being performed (as long as the store buffer is not full),
ROOW provides a zero-cost solution for the use of the store buffer
as a cache [4].

Results show that ROOW can perform 98.8% stores, on aver-
age, out-of-order, thus improving system performance by 8.13%
compared to Intel’s mainstream store buffer implementation [17]
(Section 7). Furthermore, we conducted a sensitivity study which
shows that thanks to reordering, we can reduce the store buffer
size to just half of its entries without significantly degrading per-
formance, and to one forth of its size while still improving per-
formance with respect to the baseline configuration. Reducing the
store buffer size could be desirable in future processors design, since
it is searched associatively on every load and due to its significant
energy consumption.

In particular, the main contributions of this paper are:
• A software-hardware co-design to provide precise informa-
tion from the compiler with minimum overhead, enabling
98.8% of stores to be reordered within their region.
• A dual-mode store buffer (with regional in-order vs out-of-
order processing of stores) implemented in a single buffer
rather than two, creates a more efficient design leading to
a better utilization of resources. Moreover, the hardware
overhead is only one extra flag bit and one mode bit per
store buffer entry compared to mainstream store buffers.
• A zero-cost solution to use the store buffer as a cache by
keeping stores in the store buffer as long as they do not cause
pipeline stalls.
• A sensitivity analysis of the performance variation with
respect to the store buffer size that reveals that the store
buffer can be reduced to half without degrading performance.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the simplest design of an
out-of-order store buffer that preserves a strong consistency model
such as TSO, thanks to a region-based classification to increase the
compiler accuracy. This simple design makes our proposal suitable
to be implemented in real processors with minimal engineering
efforts.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Sequential semantics
Sequential semantics restrict reordering of accesses to the same
memory location (dependencies), within a single thread, and need

to be preserved by any program (sequential or parallel) to offer an
intuitive behaviour.

The impact of the store buffer regarding memory consistency
guarantees is that it allows stores to perform after a load that
follows the store in program order. However, if the subsequent load
targets the same memory location as the store, the load should read
the value generated by the store in-order to preserve sequential
semantics. That is, loads and stores targeting the same address
cannot be reordered.

More generally, loads must retrieve the value written by the
latest previous store to the same address. This is known as store-
to-load forwarding and it is commonly implemented by requiring
every load to snoop the store buffer in parallel to performing the
memory access.

Reordering stores to the same address can cause loads reading
an old value and therefore breaking the program’s sequential se-
mantics. This is not a problem when stores perform in-order, but it
appears when the store-store order is relaxed, as it happens in our
safe regions.

The aforementioned problem does not only occur when a load
must retrieve the value from a previous store, but also when the
stores targeting the same address write to memory, as it could result
in the memory being updated with an old value.

ROOW proposes a simple solution to address these two chal-
lenges, i.e., correct store-to-load forwarding and memory updates,
preserving sequential semantics even when stores perform out-of-
order.

2.2 The SC-for-DRF consistency model
SC is globally accepted as the most intuitive memory model for
shared memory multi-threaded programming model as it provides
the illusion of one unique global ordering of all memory accesses
within a program. However, SC is also the most restrictive model for
sharedmemory, with an immense impact on performance compared
to more relaxed memory models. Modern-day programming lan-
guages such as Java, C, C++ provide SC only for data-race-free (DRF)
programs [1, 13]. In contrast, for racy programs, most program-
ming languages offer no guarantees (e.g., C++) or a very relaxed
consistency model at best.

This led to the advent of the SC-for-DRF consistency model [1].
Weaker than SC, as it provides the SC guarantees only for DRF
software, SC-for-DRF enables powerful compile-time software op-
timizations.

SC-for-DRF requires racy accesses to be confined within synchro-
nization operations (e.g. locks, critical sections). The regions of code
delimited by synchronization operations (see Section 4, denoted
here as DRF regions, offer the guarantee that different threads exe-
cuting concurrently multiple DRF regions do not access the same
location if at least one performs a write. Consequently, the writes
performed by a thread during a DRF region remain "invisible" to
the other threads until the end of the DRF region, since if one of the
threads writes to a memory location, no other thread will attempt
to read or write the same location until the end of the DRF region.
This guarantee opens up the possibility of performing memory
accesses in any order during DRF regions (as long as intra-thread
dependencies are fulfilled as mandated by sequential semantics).
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Figure 1: Percentage of store operations found outside syn-
chronization code (DRF) and inside synchronization code
(sync)

DRF region boundaries, i.e., language specific synchronization op-
erations, include fences that ensure that memory accesses perform
and become visible to the other threads at the end of the region.
That is, fences forbid the compiler to reorder memory operations
across different regions.

3 MOTIVATION
Although the DRF property is present in a large number of ap-
plications, it is currently not exploited at the hardware level and
many processors (e.g. Intel and AMD) blindly implement a stronger
consistency model, missing out enormous optimization potential.

Figure 1 shows the percentage of store operations found outside
synchronization code (DRF) and inside synchronization code (sync)
for the applications evaluated in this proposal (see Section 6 for
details). The application with less stores in DRF regions of code is
volrend with 93.8%. That percentage rises up to 99.9% in watersp
while reaching 100% in blackscholes and swaptions. The average
across all the evaluated benchmarks is 98.8%. Given the immense
percentage of DRF store operations, performing them in-order is a
very expensive luxury in TSO processors. This work is the first to
explore how SC-for-DRF semantics can be exploited by the store
buffer of TSO processors.

If processors had information about the nature of the stores resid-
ing in the store buffer (stemming from either DRF or sync regions),
they could orchestrate the in-order vs. out-of-order execution of
store operations, without relaxing the consistency guarantees. Fig-
ure 2 walks the reader through an example illustrating the benefits
of performing stores out-of-order (as we propose in this work –
ROOW) in contrast to enforcing their order across the entire store
buffer (as implemented in standard TSO). Each row represents the
content of the store buffer and the status of each store. All stores A,
B, C, and D belong to the same DRF region, hence can be performed
out-of-order as they have exclusive access to the target memory
location. In ROOW, they all start as soon as they enter the store
buffer (on the right), which means B can complete before A (which
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Figure 2: Benefits of out-of-order execution of store opera-
tion

encounters a cache miss) and similarly D can complete before C.
This parallelism hides the miss latency as the processor does not
wait for the miss to be resolved, as in the standard TSO store buffer
implementation. At the end of the DRF region the other cores ob-
serve that all stores completed, but not the order in which they
have been performed.

4 ROOW: REGIONAL OUT-OF-ORDER
WRITES

While SC-for-DRF becomes the norm in most modern programming
languages, the guarantees offered by DRF software are not exploited
at the hardware-level. To leverage this valuable information, we
propose a dual-mode store buffer architecture that enables regional
out-of-order writes (ROOW). Namely, ROOW allows reordering
the stores within safe (DRF) regions while forcing all the stores in
unsafe (synchronization) regions to write to memory in-order. As
reordering of stores happen only in DRF regions where data races
are not possible, store-to-store order guarantees are still respected.
This way the efficiency of the store buffer is improved by perform-
ing stores out-of-order without affecting the consistency model
provided by the system.

To this end, the ROOW compiler performs a region-based classifi-
cation of accesses, rather than data-based classification. The compiler
delineates synchronization regions (denoted as sync regions) and
synchronization-free regions (denoted as DRF regions). The collected
information is transmitted to the hardware through a new dedi-
cated instruction. To increase memory level parallelism, our store
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Figure 3: Example code showing a parallel SC-for-DRF pro-
gram. Stores A, C, F, D, and E are part of DRF regions that
run concurrently, while store B belongs to a DRF region that
runs sequentially due to synchronization.

buffer implementation allow stores stores to perform out-of-order
when they suffer a cache miss. Next sections detail the behavior of
ROOW.

4.1 Compile-time delineation of regions
We implement a compiler pass in LLVM [21] to mark the data
race free regions and delineate synchronization operations. In this
work we assume parallel code to be data race free (as required
by most modern programming languages, such as C++ and Java).
Under these circumstances, the compiler marks all synchronization
operations as sync regions and the resulting regions delimited by
synchronization as DRF regions. Figure 3 shows an example of a
SC-for-DRF program with delineated DRF and sync regions.

Synchronization operations are identified by analyzing the cor-
responding libraries1 and represent the regions in which stores
must be executed in order to ensure correctness under the TSO
guarantees. DRF regions on the other hand allow stores to be per-
formed out-of-order while preserving the TSO guarantees since no
concurrent loads or stores to the same address can take place in
other threads.

We distinguish between two types of DRF regions: (1) parallel
code, that is DRF by our initial assumption (stores to A, C, F, D, E
in Figure 3 and (2) sequential code (e.g., store B, executed by one
thread at a time due to the synchronization operations) that is DRF
by definition.

To delineate the regions, the compiler inserts a dedicated in-
struction, setDRF val, where val is a one-bit operand. A value of
1 indicates the beginning of a DRF region while 0 indicates a sync
region.

Furthermore, the compiler performs an alias analysis to deter-
mine if DRF and sync regions may access the same location and
inserts fences in between the corresponding regions [19].

1Our compiler provides support for pthreads [25] and OpenMP libraries [26], but it
can be easily extended to recognize any other synchronization library.
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(a) Stores A, B, C, D, and E copy the region flag 0 and thus belong
to a sync region (Mode bit 0). Once a setDRF 1 operation commits,
the processor sets the region flag and inserts a logical store buffer
fence, marking the beginning of a DRF region. Store F that enters
after setDRF 1 copies in its Mode bit the region flag’s value, which
is now 1.
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(b) Operation setDRF 0 marks the end of a DRF region: it resets the
region flag and triggers the insertion of an store buffer fence. As
seen before, store J copies the current value of the region flag in its
Mode bit. (Stores F, G, H and I copied the value of the region flag
at the moment the stores entered the store buffer, marking them as
DRF.)

Figure 4: Conveying static information to the store buffer

4.2 Conveying static information to the store
buffer

The processor requires minor modifications to execute the setDRF
instruction. The instruction can be basically considered as a nop
operation except at commit time.When the setDRF instruction com-
mits, a dedicated processor flag called region flag (1 bit) changes its
mode according to the operand value of the setDRF instruction. The
update of the flag is performed at commit time since all instructions
commit in-order. A value of the flag equal to 0 indicates that the
processor is committing sync stores from that point on. A value
of 1 indicates that the next stores are DRF. The region flag is set
by default to 0. This way, applications in which the DRF regions
have not been delineated (e.g. legacy code) still preserve the TSO
semantics.

When a store commits, it reads the current value of the region
flag to detect whether it belongs to a DRF region or a sync region.
Stores keep this information in a per-entry bit added to the store
buffer, called the mode bit. This bit is required because both in-
order and out-of-order stores can co-exist in the store buffer, so
they must indicate their nature on an individual basis. Figure 4
shows an example of how the compiler information is conveyed to
the store buffer.
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Figure 5: Store buffer behaviour upon a cache miss

4.3 Dual-mode store buffer
ROOW implements a dual-mode store buffer. That is, a store buffer
than can simultaneously perform stores in-order or out-of-order
depending to the type of store (mode bit): DRF or sync. Store buffers
are content-addressable memories (CAM) that implement a circular
buffer with a head and a tail pointer. Stores are inserted through
the tail and removed from the head.

Sync stores behave as in a standard TSO store buffer. They are
initiated in-order (from head to tail) and they are inserted in-order
in the cache pipeline.2 If the store hits in the cache, the write will be
performed in-order. However, in case of a cache miss, subsequent
stores in the cache pipeline would be reordered if they hit in the
cache or have a sorter miss latency. To prevent this behaviour,
when a store encounters a cache miss, the subsequent stores in the
cache pipeline are squashed and they will have to be initiated again,
in-order, once the missing store completes.

On the other hand, DRF stores may perform out-of-order. DRF
stores are also initiated in-order and inserted in the cache pipeline.
However, DRF stores are never flushed from the cache pipeline
and do not need to be re-initiated. On a cache miss of a DRF store,
no action is taken regarding subsequent stores, thus increasing
memory level parallelism as more store misses will be in flight. DRF
stores may therefore perform out-of-order and are initiated one
after the other until the first sync store is encountered.

Note that on a cache miss for a sync store, DRF stores in the
cache pipeline do not need to be flushed. Figure 5 shows an example
of this scenario. Assume that the state of the store buffer is the one
showed in Figure 5a. Stores A, B, C and D are issued in the cache
pipeline to perform the write operation. Stores D, E, and F are DRF
stores. Once store A, the store at the head, suffers a cache miss, the
processor needs to re-issue all the issued sync stores except itself,
as shown in Figure 5b. These stores, B and C, are flushed from the
cache pipeline. However, store D can safely continue, being DRF,
and therefore is not re-issued.

2Without loss of generality, this work assumes a four-stage cache pipeline and a single
cache port for stores, so on each cycle a single store is initiated.

Store operations are retired from the store buffer in-order once
they complete the write, regardless if the store is DRF or sync.
That is, the head pointer of the store buffer simply moves to the
next store. Removing DRF stores out-of-order, would improve store
buffer utilization but in contrast would add complexity to the store
buffer and make sequential semantics harder to fulfill, as we explain
in the next section.

4.4 Guaranteeing sequential semantics
DRF stores to different locations can be reordered as per SC-for-DRF
guarantees. However, stores to the same location have to adhere to
sequential semantics even during DRF regions. That is, two stores
to the same or overlapping addresses have to write to their memory
location in-order. Similarly, a load following these two stores has
to read the value written by the latter. Reordering stores however
can break this simple rule if care is not taken.

The solution for correct store-to-load forwarding is to insert and
retire stores from the store buffer in program order. This way, loads
will always read from the latest store, as the store buffer mirrors the
program order. Furthermore, despite allowing DRF stores to write
to cache out-of-order, the store buffer is always coherent with the
value in memory. This is thanks to the DRF guarantees that DRF
stores do not race with accesses in other threads.

The solution to guarantee sequential semantics with respect to
memory writes is a bit more elaborated. As stores are inserted in the
cache pipeline in-order, in case of cache hits, the stores will respect
program order. In case the first store misses in the cache, it will
issue a request for write permission. Subsequent stores targeting
the same address will also experience a cache miss, as they belong
to the same cache block, and the subsequent store will be coalesced
in the miss status holding register (MSHR) with the previous store,
waiting for the miss to be resolved. As a consequence, the value of
the first store will be updated with the value of the second store
and the writes will appear to be performed in-order.

On the other hand, both DRF and sync stores can co-exist in
the store buffer, and stores to the same address can appear in both
regions. If we allow DRF stores to initiate the write before sync
stores (as sync stores may be waiting for a previous store that
missed in cache), and sync and DRF stores target the same address,
then sequential semantics may be broken.

Our solution to this problem is to forbid reordering of DRF stores
across sync stores, when the same address can appear in both
the DRF and the sync region. Our compiler detects such regions
through an alias analysis and inserts fences in between DRF and
sync regions with aliasing stores. Fences inform the processor when
it cannot reorder stores across regions of code. That means a DRF
store cannot initiate the write to cache if a previous sync store has
not completed and there is a fence in between. The fence enforces
the order of aliasing stores from different regions and guarantees
sequential semantics. These fences entail a very low performance
cost even when they are inserted on every region boundary, since
the transitions from DRF to sync are not frequent. This is shown in
Section 7.

Figure 6 shows an example of a region boundary accompanied
by a fence, due to store A (in sync) and store A’ (in a DRF region)
alias. In this case, store A’ cannot initiate the write to cache until all
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previous sync stores complete. In short, only when the head of the
store buffer points to store A’ can all the DRF stores initiate their
write to cache.

4.5 Enabling the store buffer as a cache
Having exclusive access to memory during a DRF region provides
the guarantee that the data written by the stores will not be mod-
ified by other cores. Therefore there is no need for removing the
DRF stores (and the data) from the store buffer until the resources
occupied by these stores are necessary, i.e., the store buffer is full.

Keeping DRF stores in the store buffer even after they complete
makes the store buffer behave as a cache, as the number of loads
forwarded from stores increases to a great extent, as previously
noticed by Alves et al. [4]. The main advantage of our approach
is that the use of the store buffer as a cache comes at zero-cost
since it does not require any additional hardware to keep coherence
between the data in theDRF stores of the store buffer and inmemory.
This is always respected by definition in DRF regions. The only
modification required with respect to a standard store buffer is
that the head of the store buffer is not updated when a DRF store
completes, but when a new store needs to enter the store buffer
and the latter is full.

Sync stores on the other hand need to be removed from the store
buffer when they complete as the written data gets exposed to the
coherence protocol and to reads and writes performed by other
cores. Keeping them in the store buffer could cause inconsistency
problems, unless extra hardware is added to expose coherence
messages to the store buffer [4].

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Non SC-for-DRF programs
Our model is well defined and can correctly execute legacy code and
non SC-for-DRF programs. Legacy software would be automatically
executed in the sync mode, thus providing TSO, since it does not
contain any DRF annotations inserted by the compiler. Tools such
as data race detectors (e.g., ThreadSanitizer [31], Fast&Furious [27])
that operate either at the compiler level or directly on the binary
may be employed to analyze and annotate legacy code. Alterna-
tively, one can extend our proposal with an interface for the pro-
grammer to hint the compiler and enable/disable our optimizations

for selected parts of the code. This could also be beneficial for han-
dling legacy code that âĂĲacceptsâĂİ data races, by disabling our
optimizations for the racy accesses (marking them as single-access,
in-order regions.) We leave such extensions for future work.

5.2 Support for Sequential Consistency
ROOW can efficiently support a Sequential Consistency (SC) mem-
ory model. The only requirement is that during sync regions, loads
are not allowed to commit until the store buffer drains completely3.
The impact of this restriction on execution time will be minimal as
the sync regions in DRF programs contain a very small number of
memory accesses (see Figure 1).

5.3 Store buffers for weak memory models
Apart from the simple integration in an x86-TSO store buffer (de-
scribed before), ROOW can easily be applicable to store buffers de-
signed for weaker memory models such as ARM [5] or Power [23],
providing cost-effective store ordering (TSO) when required by
the program. When executing a DRF region, stores would be natu-
rally reordered, as this is the default mode in these processors. In
contrast, during the execution of sync regions, store order can be
enforced by stalling writes to memory blocks different than the one
at the tail of the store buffer (allowing just coalescing of consecutive
blocks). Although stalling writes may reduce the utilization of the
store buffer, the impact of this action on performance would be
minimal for SC-for-DRF programs since sync regions represent a
negligible fraction of the code.

5.4 Debugging
Debugging parallel programs (before they become DRF) may seem
extra challenging with our non-TSO hardware, as one can expect
our out-of-order SB would reveal data races masked by the TSO
memory model (and thus invisible on mainstream hardware).

Nevertheless, it is not only the underlying hardware that can
hide or reveal such races. Conventional compilers perform instruc-
tion reordering invisible to the programmer as part of the stan-
dard optimizations (O2, O3), such as code motion, hoisting loop
invariants, grouping memory instructions to increase memory-
level-parallelism, etc. As long as the programming language mem-
ory model and the hardwareâĂŹs memory model do not provide
guarantees for racy code, any such transformation can reveal the
race. Hence, ROOW does not introduce a new problem as the com-
piler or other software optimization tools may have a similar effect
for incorrect (racy) programs.

One simple debugging approach would be to (1) debug the se-
quential code; (2) debug the parallel code by compiling without the
pass that delimits the regions (i.e equivalent to executing on the
baseline TSO hardware) and fix data races; (3) enable our technique
by re-compiling the code with our pass. If bugs surface only when
ROOW is enabled but not on the baseline TSO hardware, this can
actually indicate to the programmer that some data races are still
present and could even help them hone in on the problem to isolate
the data race.

3In our implementation, we opt for allowing loads to commit with pending stores in
the store buffer, as SC is not required by existing x86 software.



Table 1: System parameters

Processor

Processor Model Intel Skylake
Fetch Width 5 instructions
Issue Width 8 ports
Allocation Queue 97 entries
Reorder Buffer 224 entries
Load Queue 72 entries
Store Queue + Store Buffer 56 entries
Memory

Private L1 I&D caches 32KB, 8 ways, 4 hit cycles, pipelined
L1 prefetcher Stride, degree 3
Private L2 cache 256KB, 8 ways, 12 hit cycles
Shared L3 cache 1MB per bank, 8 ways, 35 hit cycles
Directory 8 ways, 200% coverage of L2
Memory access time 160 cycles
Network Topology 2D Mesh

6 SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Our simulation infrastructure employsmodified versions of Sniper [9]
and the cycle-accurate GEMS simulator [24]. We simulate a multi-
core processor providing a TSO consistency model and consisting
of 8 out-of-order cores. Our processor mimics an Intel Skylake
micro-architecture employing macro-op and micro-op fusion. Our
processor employs a single circular queue for both the store queue
and store buffer that utilizes better the resources as done in Intel
architectures [17]. GARNET [2] is used to model the interconnect.
We use CACTI [22] to model the store buffer and L1 cache using a
22nm technology in order to compute their energy consumption.
Both the L1 and the SB use the high-performance model (hp) pro-
vided by CACTI and the store buffer is modelled as a CAM. The
most relevant characteristics of the system used in our simulations
are displayed in Table 1.

We explore four different configurations in the evaluation: (1)
Our baseline is a TSO-like store buffer that writes in-order (TSO).
(2) An oracle version (DRF_All) that sets the Mode bit to true per-
manently. That means, all stores belong to a DRF region and can
be performed fully out-of-order. (3) Our ROOW proposal where
the compiler inserts fences on each region boundary (ROOW ). (4)
Finally, our ROOW proposal with fences inserted only on region
boundaries with aliasing stores residing in consecutive regions
(similar to the xDRF analysis [18, 19]).

We run both parallel applications from the Splash-3 benchmark
suite [30], which is a data-race-free version of the original Splash-
2 [35] benchmark suite released before the C/pthreads memory
model was updated to enforce SC-for-DRF, and the PARSEC 3.0
benchmark suite [7], which is a popular modern suit that complies
with the C++ standard and therefore enforces SC-for-DRF. We use
the simmedium inputs for barnes, blackscholes, cholesky, dedup,
fft, fluidanimate, lu_cb, and lu_ncb and the simsmall inputs for
fmm, ocean_cp, oceanncp, radiosity, radix, raytrace, streamcluster,
swaptions, volrend, water_nsquared, and water_spatial. Results
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Figure 7: Processor stalls

correspond to parallel region of the applications. The simulated
benchmarks include a large variety of access patterns.

7 RESULTS
In the motivation of this work, we already showed that the number
of stores executed in DRF regions are dominating (Figure 1). In
what follows, we analyze the performance benefits of performing
the DRF stores out-of-order, focusing on the processor stalls and
the ratio of store-to-load forwarding. We present the performance
improvements considering several store buffer sizes and report the
energy savings on the L1 cache and the store buffer achieved by
ROOW.

7.1 Processor Stalls
Figure 7 provides a breakdown of the processor stalls classified by
the reason of the stall reorder buffer (RoB) full, load queue (LQ)
full, and store queue/store buffer (SQ/SB) full. SB/SQ stalls are sig-
nificantly reduced in both ROOW and All_DRF for programs such
as LU-nc, ocean-nc and radix, while in other cases the bottleneck
shifts from the SB/SQ to either the RoB or the LQ. For example, in
ocean-nc, fluidanimate and LU-nc, despite reducing the SB/SQ stalls,
we observe higher LQ stalls stemming from speculative loads due
to branch missprediction [29]. In contrast, in radix and water-nsq,
RoB becomes the bottleneck (due to a higher number of instruction
squashes, 5.4% more squashes for radix and 0.0012% less squashes
in water-nsq). Other applications, such as barnes, radiosity, raytrace
and volrend show less RoB stalls (due to fewer instructions being
squashed, 2.08%, 1.1%, 1.79% and 2.38% respectively) along with
less SB/SQ stalls. FMM, cholesky, blackscholes, streamcluster and
water-nsq perform similarly in terms of stalls in all three versions.
FFT is the only program that suffers more stalls than TSO, which as
we will see translates to a slight performance loss. Overall ROOW
achieves 7.11% less processor stalls compared to TSO and is almost
on par with the oracle configuration, with 7.11% less stalls in ROOW
and 7.21% in All_DRF.

7.2 Loads forwarded from stores
Keeping the stores in the store buffer even after completion in-
creases the number of loads-forwarded-from-store, making the
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Figure 8: Percentage of loads forwarded from stores

store buffer act as a cache. Figure 8 reveals significant improve-
ments in the number of loads-forwarded-from-store in ROOW
compared to the baseline. ROOW provides outstanding increments
in the number of loads-forwarded-from-store, namely 18.58% loads-
forwarded-from-store compared to 7.24% in the baseline. The high-
est percentage is observed in dedup from 23.57% to 84.34% while
lowest in FFT from 0.0143% to 0.0144%. This finding can be em-
ployed in reducing the energy consumption, as showed in the work
done by Alves et al. [4] where their solution avoids the parallel
search in both store buffer and the cache. We leave evaluation of
this optimization for future work.

7.3 Execution time
Processor stalls degrade performance considerably and are there-
fore an important target for speeding up applications. The more
stalls the applications encounter running on the baseline 56-entry
store buffer, the higher the benefits of applying our technique.
Figure 9 shows the applications’ execution time normalized with re-
spect to our baseline. We can see that programs like LU-nc, ocean-nc
and radix show improvements in execution time (by 63.36%, 19.16%
and 20.40%, respectively) because of less overall stalls as shown in
Figure 7.

In particular, LU-nc shows an impressive improvement due to
19.70% less stalls in RoB and 77.48% less in the SB/SQ as shown
in Figure 7. ROOW shows higher benefits for the non-contiguous
applications, such as LU-nc and ocean-nc, as the number of different
cache lines accessed and present in the SB at a particular time is
larger. With contiguous applications, subsequent stores match to
the same cache line, and stores will not be effectively reordered.
Applications such as blackscholes, despite having all the instructions
in DRF regions, do not showmuch improvement due to the fact that
the baseline stalls very little (251 SB stalls, which is reduced to 10
in ROOW). In general, ROOW excels when the reordering opportu-
nities are greater. All programs except Barnes, FMM, Fluidanimate
and FFT show performance improvements. FFT suffers from high
processor stalls compared to the baseline – 6% more SB/SQ stalls.

Overall, ROOW achieves 8.13% speed up compared to our base-
line 56-entry store buffer that performs store operations in order.
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Figure 9: Normalized execution timewith respect to an store
buffer with 56 entries that implements TSO

7.4 Store buffer size impact on performance
Larger store buffers do not automatically guarantee performance
improvements as performing the search for data forwarding may
takes more cycles. If the trend towards higher processor clock,
wider pipelines, more execution units and large programs continues,
the latency of search in the store buffer will become critical for
performance. Along with increasing the latency searching the store
buffer, larger store buffers also increase the energy expenditure.

In contrast, a small store buffer brings numerous benefits such as
low power consumption and less hardware overhead, but it affects
the overall performance as it increases the SB/SQ stalls. All modern
day processor are a result of a trade-off between energy expenditure
and speed. Our analysis shows that we can actually achieve low
energy expenditure without degrading performance, by boosting
performance even with a small store buffer.

Figure 10a shows the normalized execution time (geometricmean
of all applications — label All) when varying the store buffer size.
The baseline is a store buffer of 56 entries implementing TSO (as
before). In addition, since most of the average performance gains
come from non-contiguous (NC) applications, we first explain why
they represent a interesting scenario and then we present also the
average execution time with different weights for such applica-
tions in order to demonstrate that not all gains come from NC
applications.

NC versions are interesting as they offer different memory access
patterns increasing the pressure on the store buffer, as shown in
Figure 7. Ocean-nc has the highest number of shared memory
accesses in SPLASH (46%) out of which 1/3 are write operations [6].
Such versions could resemble the behaviour of database and web
applications, which stress more the need for efficient store buffer
designs [3].

When ignoring the NC applications (label noNC in Figure 10a),
ROOW delivers the same average performance for a 16-entry store-
buffer as the 56-entry TSO store-buffer. This results in about 50%
reduction in the energy consumption of the store buffer and L1
cache (Figure 11). Without NC applications, the 56-entry ROOW
store buffer achieves 2.3% performance improvement, on average,
over the baseline configuration. When adding a 0.5 weighted av-
erage for LU and Ocean, since they are basically two versions of
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Figure 10: Execution time for various store buffer sizes

the same application (contiguous and non-contiguous), ROOW still
delivers improvements of 5% (label 5050 in Figure 10a).

Figure 10b shows the performance of each individual benchmark.
Even with a store buffer as small as 16 entries, ROOW leads to
performance improvements of 5.64%. Overall, a store buffer with
32 entries gives the highest performance of 8.35%

ROOW becomes particularly attractive in the context of a grow-
ing demand for low power and high performance, especially since
it requires minimal modifications of the mainstream store buffer
implementations.

7.5 Energy Consumption
Figure 11 shows the energy consumption of the store buffer and
the L1 cache normalized with respect to a TSO store buffer with
56 entries. Results show the energy consumption of ROOW as the
store buffer size decreases from 56 entries to 16 entries.

Overall, ROOW with 56 entries store buffer provides a small
energy improvement of 6.01% with respect to a TSO with 56 en-
tries store buffer. This improvement stems from a lower number of
executed loads, as with ROOW misspeculation is detected earlier

Table 2: Performance benefits and energy savings in ROOW

SB Size Performance Energy (SB and L1 cache)

16 entries 5.64% 45.16%
20 entries 7.47% 40.21%
24 entries 7.56% 35.62%
28 entries 7.80% 31.33%
32 entries 8.35% 27.25%
36 entries 8.04% 23.44%
40 entries 7.74% 19.96%
44 entries 7.57% 16.36%
48 entries 8.24% 13.2%
52 entries 7.63% 9.63%
56 entries 8.13% 6.01%

since the pipeline suffers less stalls. Executing less loads results in
less store buffer snoops. Applications such as barnes, LU, raytrace,
volrend, water-nsq, blackscholes, dedup, fluidanimate and swaptions
show less store buffer snoop energy.

ROOW provides a design which facilitates the use of small store
buffer in order to save energy (as shown in Figure 11) while still
showing better performance than our baseline configuration (as
shown in Figure 10). Figure 11 shows that reducing the store buffer
size provides important energy improvements mainly due to reduc-
tion in number of store buffer snoops. With energy reductions of
45.16% compared to TSO with a 56-entry store buffer, ROOW with a
16-entry store buffer still provides 5.64% performance improvement.
Similarly, Table 2 shows the overall improvement including both
performance and energy (normalized with TSO 56 entries store
buffer) for the different evaluated ROOW configurations.

7.6 Compiler analysis to remove superfluous
fences

We employed a more powerful compile-time analysis to explore
the possibility of reducing the number of fences that separate code
regions, as mentioned in Section 4. We briefly recall that this anal-
ysis removes superfluous fences inserted at region boundaries (if
stores from consecutive regions do not alias), without affecting the
guarantees offered by ROOW.

On average, the advanced analysis removes 50% of fences. In
some applications (Barnes, Fluidanimate, Radiosity, Raytrace) most
fences are removed. However, in others (FFT, LU, Ocean, Streamclus-
ter) fences cannot be removed because their barrier synchronization
implies aliasing memory accesses across regions.

Despite the large reduction in the number of fences, the average
performance improvement is around 1% compared to the ROOW
version that inserts fences on each region boundary. The reasons
are that (i) fences are not very frequent (scalable applications do
not synchronize frequently) and (ii) DRF fences are not so critical
in ROOW, as ROOW just resorts to TSO in their presence.

This study demonstrates that more complex compiler support
add some performance benefits with minimal or zero hardware cost
and that fences do not add a significant performance penalty, even
when used in abundance.
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8 RELATEDWORK
A plethora of techniques have been proposed for efficient hardware
designs that provide Sequential Consistency guarantees [3, 8, 10, 11,
14, 16, 33, 34]. Some of them rely on speculative mechanisms that
require support to recover upon SC violations [8, 10, 14, 34]. Spec-
ulation can be managed while instructions are in the reorder buffer
requiring moderate complexity [14], as implemented in commercial
processors [17], or it can take place after instructions retire, aiming
for higher performance [8, 10, 34]. The latter are more aggressive
speculation techniques and often require major hardware changes.
The more aggressive the speculation, the more costly becomes to
check and recover from SC violations. In consequence, aggressive
speculation techniques are not implemented in any real processor
because of their complexity. In contrast, other techniques employ
software-hardware co-designs and allow reordering of memory op-
erations in a non speculative manner [3, 11, 33], either at compile-
time [3], at the cache coherence protocol level [11], or at the store
buffer level [33]. The latter one is therefore the most relevant to
our proposal, as we do not perform speculation and target store
buffer efficiency. We detail in what follows a selection of the most
relevant techniques.

Singh et al. [33] propose a software-hardware co-design in which
the compiler provides information about which accesses can be
reordered in a dedicated store buffer. Their design implements two
store buffers (out-of-order for safe stores –unshared– and in-order
for unsafe ones –shared–, respectively) and store operations are
allocated in one or the other depending on their type. This design
with two store buffers increases the complexity of the solution
and adds a very high hardware overhead (e.g. for the logic unit
that selects the store buffer to snoop in order to forward data to
load instructions). Also, if a program consists of numerous shared
stores or vice-versa unshared stores, this design can lead to under-
utilization of the hardware along with generating numerous stalls
in the corresponding store buffer. Since in our design the processor
uses a single store buffer, the hardware is always utilized effectively
and more efficiently. More importantly, our design has considerably
less overhead in terms of added hardware, yielding ROOW ready
to be easily integrated in current processors’ design, a key feature
of our solution.

Moreover, the compiler support employed by Singh et al. [33]
performs a data-based classification. This means their design forces
all accesses to the same memory address to be classified as having
the same type and to be placed in the same store buffer in order
to solve the notorious store-store reordering and store-to-load for-
warding problems. Nevertheless, this represents a serious drawback,
limiting the reordering to only 70% of the stores, on average (and
down to 50% of the stores in Barnes). In contrast, ROOW enables
the reordering of 99% of the stores (similarly for Barnes), thanks to
exploiting the DRF semantics of the code and performing a region-
based classification of the memory accesses. Thus, our per-access
classification is more fine-grain and more precise than the data-
based classification employed by Singh et al. [33]. Furthermore,
our region-based classification requires minimum information to
be conveyed to the hardware –one bit (flag) per region, enough
to signal the type of the current region (in-order vs. out-of-order)
compared to one bit per access [33]. The more accurate classifica-
tion, simpler design, and minimum hardware extensions relative
to mainstream implementations make our proposal a more appeal-
ing solution to enabling store reordering at the store buffer level
compared to its predecessors.

BulkSC [10] dynamically group sets of consecutive instructions
into chunks and allow them to execute in isolation. This design
requiresmodifications in thememory hierarchy such as the addition
of arbiters. Communication between cores increases with BulkSC,
which in turn increases network traffic by 3-13%. ROOW on the
other hand does not require modifications in the memory hierarchy
and it does not incur extra network traffic.

Store-wait-free [34] seek for the same goal as ROOW, remove
stalls due to the store buffer. To this end, it implements a large
store buffer (named SSB). It also requires adding sub-block valid
bits to the performance-critical L1 cache, and stores write in cache
speculatively, which requires undo support. ROOW entails minimal
hardware extensions, never undoes stores, and does not require
any L1 cache modification.

Ros and Kaxiras [28] propose coalescing stores in the store buffer
and avoid breaking the store order by performing stores in atomic
groups. In contrast to our approach where DRF stores can perform



completely out-of-order, stores in an atomic group perform follow-
ing a globally defined order. On the other hand coalescing stores
can be applied to ROOW (either for DRF stores or sync stores). This
can further improve our performance as coalescing may reduce the
occupancy of the store buffer. The counter part of this approach is
that it requires separate Store Queue and store buffer to fully get
the benefits of coalescing.

Duan et al. [12] propose WeeFence. WeeFence uses lightweight
fences (WFences) that allow post fence memory operations to per-
form before the fence commits and adds extra hardware to ensure
correctness. In their evaluation, the authors increase the number of
fences in the programs to provide SC behaviour when running on
a more relaxed hardware, and then replace the inserted fences with
WFences. A similar strategy could be used instead of ROOW, that is,
to completely relax the order of the stores in the store buffer and en-
forcing the order with software fences. However, WFences increase
execution time and add complexity to the system for checking cor-
rectness, which makes WeeFence a less appealing solution. ROOW
only uses DRF fences to separate the DRF and sync regions, which is
not a frequent scenario in scalable applications. On average, ROOW
encounters only 0.0079 fences per 1K instructions, while WeeFence
encounters 23.9 fences per 1K instructions (applications LU-nc, LU
are only simulated in ROOW while canneal and pbzip2 are only
simulated in WeeFence).

Recently, Alves et al. [4] have proposed to increase the hit ratio
of the store buffer by keeping performed writes in the store buffer
(store buffer cache). This significantly increases the number of loads
forwarded from stores. The resulting store buffer requires an exter-
nal signal (from the memory system) or snoop port to inform the
store buffer about L1 cache invalidations and evictions. Addition-
ally, the authors propose to perform the access to the store buffer
and to the L1 cache sequentially, and predict in advance whether
the store buffer will hit, thus reducing the number of L1 accesses
and resulting in less energy consumption. ROOW leverages the use
of the store buffer as a cache for DRF code, with the key insight that
DRF code does not require that the store buffer receives external
signals, since invalidations to DRF data cannot occur during DRF
regions. In our design, we increase the number of loads forwarded
from stores significantly by storing the stores in the store buffer as
long as possible (until the store buffer is full). One simple extension
to predict the hit can be used to reduce the power consumption
along with a performance boost.

9 CONCLUSIONS
The store buffer is an essential component of modern day out-of-
order processors, as it allows the store instructions to retire before
performing, taking the long latency of stores out of the critical
path. In this paper we introduce ROOW, a software-hardware co-
design technique that uses compiler support and requires minor
modifications in the design of the store buffer in order to reduce
processor stalls due to the store buffer capacity. ROOW performs
store operations out-of-order within the code regions indicated
as safe by the compiler. ROOW leads to a speed up of 8.13% on
average (+1% when performing alias analysis to remove fences)
and reduces processor stalls by 7.11% compared to a mainstream
store buffer. Our design also allows the use of the store buffer as a

cache for free (without adding or changing any hardware) which
gives us 18.54% loads-forwarded-from-stores compared to 7.24% in
the baseline. We have also conducted a sensitivity analysis which
shows that we can reduce the size of the store buffer from 56 entries
to 16, while still improving performance by 5.64% compared to the
baseline configuration.

Overall the design has close to zero hardware overhead, as
ROOW entails a negligible memory overhead bits (N+1 bits, where
N is the number of entries in the store buffer), so it can be easily
adopted by modern processors.
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